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Action Bank Machine Awaiting Construction Contract

Waiting for Go-Dough
By S tu M acK enzie
News Editor

Dollars mark the spot reserved fo r Old Kent's ATM
Photo/ Julie Edinger

Networking - Making

the Net Work
The Action Bank ATM being
installed is connected to the
Action Bank 24 network, as well
as the Cirrus and Magic Line
networks. "Money machine"
cards from any financial
institution which participates in
the latter two networks will also
be able to access accounts
through the Old Kent machine.
For customers of Old Kent,
transactions on the machine will
be free. Using a Cirrus or Magic
Line card issued by another
institution will result in the
cardholder's account being charged
$1.00 per transaction. Thus, the
type of account being used and
frequency of using the ATM
should be considered in any
decision to switch banks in order
to take advantage of the benefits
of the ATM.
The decision is toughest on
those whose primary use of a
bank is for a checking account.
Checking account restrictions and
charges vary from hank to bank.
For example, according to an Old
Kent New Account operator, the
"simplest" Old Kent checking
account requires no minimum
balance, but carries a $1.50 per
month account charge. Old Kent
allows 5 checks per month to be
drawn from the account without
charge, but charges $.50 per
check above 5. Thus, someone
who lives "paycheck
to
paycheck" and writes 15 checks a
month while only using their
"money machine" card twice a
month to deposit paychecks
incurs $6.50 account expense

with the Old Kent "simplest
account"— equivalent to 6
transactions on the ATM with a
Cirrus or Magic Line card
through an institution that may
not charge com parably for
checking accounts.
Conversely, a student living on
campus with no great need to pay
bills by writing checks could
open a savings or checking
account with Old Kent and enjoy
unlimited free use of the ATM to
withdraw cash any time they
desired.
Since several banks in tj^e area
were reluctant to disclose account
in fo rm atio n ,
an accu rate
re p resen ta tio n of banking
products was not obtainable. We
have listed, though, those banks
in the area that advertise
membership in either the Cirrus
or Magic Line networks in the
Grand Rapids Yellow Pages ads.
The only way to get the best deal
on an account is to shop around.

The new Automated Teller
Machine being installed on the
Allendale Campus by Old Kent
Bank should bring a sigh of relief
to everyone's.. . pocket.
For students, employees, and
officials, the machine means the
restoration o f many o f the
services lost when Old Kent
closed its "mpbile home" branch,
formerly located on 48th Avenue
ju st south o f Lake Michigan
Drive.
While the ATM cannot help
you figure out where your
checking account went bust, it
will be able to handle deposits
and withdrawals to checking and
savings accounts, as well as
provide balance inform ation
about accounts. Payments, such
as car loans, can also be made to
a financial institution using
either the Action Bank network
(Old Kent), or the Cirrus or Magic
Line networks.
The ATM also represents an
opportunity for the University to
get back to-some daily "business
as usual" routines.
GVSU does its banking
through Old Kent, and the loss of
the branch disrupted the daily
routine of making deposits.
According to Bart Merkle,
Dean of Students, "When the
branch closed over on 48th, we
were concerned about a place to
go to make deposits. . . Now
we've got a place to do that,”
Adjacent to the ATM will be
an "electronic" night deposit box.
Unlike typical night deposit
boxes that merely serve as a
repository for cash

be an increase in customers.
"We know that students don't
have a lot of money while they're
in school", she s ^ d . "But we

be retored to its origin al lo o k .

w ant them to get to know os, so

According to Jim Willette of
Business and Finance, "We've had
an agreement drawn up between
our legal staffs. Basically, Old
Kent's obligation is to maintain
and operate (the facility)."
Old Kent will not have to pay
rent for the space used by the
machine. Instead, said Willette,
"they will pay all costs for the
machine. They'll pay for the
construction, the phone lines
connecting the network. . .all
that."
A windbreak will also be
constructed outside to shield
customers from the "Kirkhof

they'll stay with us when they
graduate and settle in this area."
As of September 20, the bank
had not notified GVSU that a
contract had been awarded to
perform the work.
A c co rd in g
to W ille tte ,
"They’ve bid the job, but haven't
awarded a contract yet. They've
told me that when a contract
comes through, it will have a
completion date on it, and they'll
notify me. . . . The project has
been delayed a couple of times. .
. 1 think they still have some
decisions to make on it."

D & N Bankmartx 457-5700
First Michigan Bank 364-6300
235-1700
Manufacturer's
451-7800
Michigan Natl
771-7237
NBD
Old Kent Bank
957-3941
United Bank
Students with out-of-tow n
accounts should consult their
home bank and compare costs to
local banks before switching to a
local institution, since Cirrus and
Magic Line cards are good at
machines throughout the state
and beyond.

when winds are out of the south
to southwest.
The ATM will serve Old Kent
not only as a means o f taking
care of its existing customers,
but also as a tool to gain new
customers. The decision to install
an ATM is not simple. The
machines are expensive to install
and operate, and college students
do not generally maintain the
amounts o f money in savings
accounts that make a bank's
operations profitable.
But according to Amy Dolan of
Old Kent's Marketing department,
the machine will not only service
existing accounts, but help to
bring in new ones. She related
that "people tend to stick with
their first bank", and that many
Grand Valley students stay in the
greater Grand Rapids area upon
graduation. These two facts add
up to what the bank hopes will

this one comes equipped with a
keyboard and card reader. It will
receive special "money" cards and
credit the deposits directly to
business accounts.
The ATM and deposit box will
be located at the west end of the
south set of doors o f Kirkhof
Center. The machine will face
outward into the courtyard, so
th at custom ers w on't be
dependent on Kirkhof being open
in order to conduct their business.
Installing the machine will
require the construction of a room
inside Kirkhof to house the
"machine" part of the ATM; the
cashbox, phone connections,
computer, and dispenser. The
room was designed by Old Kent
architects to match the existing
decor of Kirkhof. Approximately
60 square feet will be given up to
the machine.
Part of the agreement between
GVSU and Old Kent requires that
the bank install the machine in
such a way that if it is ever
removed or relocated, Kirkhof can

Daniel C.P. Grossman, Soviet Affairs expert

Soviet
Expert to
Speak
Downtown

Daniel C.P. Grossman, Human
Rights Officer with the State
Department's Office of Soviet
Union Affairs, will present a
lecture on recent Soviet reforms
on September 28. The lecture is
sponsored by the Grand Rapids
chapter of the World Affairs
Council, and will be held at 8
p.m. at the Downtown Campus.
The lecture is free to students.
A specialist in Soviet affairs,
Mr. Grossman monitors the
Soviei Union's human rights
performance and is involved in
d e te r m in in g
the
S ta te
Department's policy in this area.
He specifically reviews Soviet
adherence to international
agreements guarenteeing basic
rights and freedoms such as
See Expert, p 4
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The Lanthorn has vacancies for
•A Graphic Layout Artist
•A News Editor

...JEric C. Nietling
.Stuart Mackenzie
........ .Sarah Scott
.......... Stan Quirin
..Marissa Ruggles
Advertising Manager........ Laura Robinson
Business Manager....
Office Manager.......
..Lillian Sigal
Advisor.
Editor-in-Chief.
News Editor......

Both openings require some experience, but we will train the right person.
Both job’s pay either work-study or regular and will consist o f working
between 10 and 20 hours per week.
For more information, please call The Lanthom at 895-3120 or 895-3608.

The Lanthorn is a student-run weekly
publication. The majority of it's revenue is
raised through the sale of advertising. We
wish it to be known that the opinions
expressed in The Lanthorn do not
necessarily reflect those of Grand Valley
State University.

G o Nuts with Putz

Nite Club Series presents...

MARTY PUTZ

The Lanthom's deadline for all ad
material b 5:00 pan. THURSDAY.
The Lanthorn conducts business at the
Kirkhof Center, Main Campus, Allendale,
Michigan 49401. Phone: (616) 895-3120
or (616) 895-3608. Subscriptions to The
Lanthorn are available for $12 a school year.
Make all checks payable to "The LanthomGVSU"

September
29,1988
9:00 pm K.C.
Crow's Nest

Sponsored by: Program Board
Funded by: Student Senate

•

CAMPUS
CALENDAR
T h u r s d a y , S e p t e m b e r 22
3 : 3 0 p m W o r d P e r f e c t U s e r G rou p, M a n i t o u

W ant To Get In v o lv e d ?

Student Senate
Could Be Your Answ er!!

Friday, S e p t e m b e r 23
6p m V o l l e y b a l l G V S U vs. M i c h Tech.
S a t u r d a y , S e p t e m b e r 2 4 IFA/HBILy IDAy
9 a m - 1 1a m R e g l s t r a t l o n / C o m p l l m e n t a r y C o n t i n e n t a l B r e a k f a s t , K.C. Lo b b y
9 : 3 0 a m - 10 : 3 0 a m G V S U J a z z B a n d p e r f o r m a n c e , K.C.
9 : 3 0 a m - 1 1: 30 am H o u s i n g O p e n H o u s e , R a v i n e C e n t e r , R e s i d e n c e H al I s L o b b i e s ,
Living Center Lounges
1 1 am G ol f C h i p p i n g C o n t e s t , G V S U D r l v t n g R a n g e
Lo n ge st D rive Contest, G V S U D r iv in g Range
1 1: 4 5 a m - 1 0 0 p m A n n u a l D e l l B u f f e t L u n c h e o n , R a v i n e C e n t e r P a r k i n g L o t
Entertainment Featuring G VSU Students
12 p m W o m e n ’s V o l l e y b a l l G V S U vs. N o r t h e r n M i c h i g a n
1; 3 0 p m f o o t b a l 1G V S U vs. St. F r a n s i s C o liege, L u b b e r s S t a d i u m
' "4pm W om en's Volleyball G V S U v s . NoTthernKentucky
4 p m - 5 p m P o s t - G a m e R e c e p t i o n at L u n c he o n T e n t
8 p m - 10 p m i r h e M a g i c a n d l l l l u s i o n o f I h i g a , L A T

Sunday, S e p te m b e r 25
12p m W o m e n ’s V o l l e y b a l l G V S U vs. L e w i s

M e e t in g s are T h u r s d a y s
at 4:30pm
in t h e C r o w ’s N e s t .

1f y o u m i g h t be I n t e r e s t e d ,
o p e n in g s are now available.

Monday, S e p te m b e r 26
7 : 3 0 - 9 ' 3 0 p m L e c t u r e "T h e A b o r t i v e Peace P r o c e s s : 1 9 7 9 - 1 9 7 2 " ,
F r a u e n t h a l C e n t e r f o r the P e r f o r m i n g A r t s , M u s k e g o n
Tuesday, Septem ber 27
1 0 a m - 5 p m “T h e N e w F i g u r e " F i g u r e D r a w i n g s by
D e l l a s Henke, K a t h r y n M y e r s and J u d i t h Roo de , C a l d e r A r t G a l l e r y
Th ursday, S e p t e m b e r 29
9 p m N i g h t C l u b S e r i e s - M a r t y P u tz , C r o w ' s N e s t

Call & 9 S -3 2 3 1
form oreinfo.

i

The Lanthorn's Letters Section

My Turn-

Should the library be
open longer on the
weekends?

Your turn to speak out
TO: Tom Beck
FROM: Chris Siedlecki
RE: Lanthorn Article
CC: Dr. George McDonald
"In the September 6th isssue of
th e L an thorn, th ere is a
misrepresentation of facts relative
to the Financial Aid Office and
the Robert H unt issue. Pat
Battistini did not discover the
'disparity in credit hours' while
reviewing transcripts in August
for financial aid standards'.

Once more National Library
month is upon us. Fortunately
for the rest of West Michigan,
Library systems did not wait for
Grand Valley to lead the way into
the Modem Library Era. Fifteen
years ago, when I first took
classes at GVSC, I was required
to enter,, by hand on a little slip
of paper the call number, author,
title, student ID, name, address
and class standing in order to
check out a book. Today, 1 am
required to enter the same
information by hand on the same
little slips of paper whenever I
want to check out a book.
Zumburge Library is the hub
of research in this institute which
prides itself on providing for the
needs of students and community.
Zumburge Library provides many
special services within its walls.
Zumburge Library is, however, a

Editor's note: Every editor at some
point receives this kind o f letter. / 1
is a depressing process to phone
the penal institution to confirm
thataperson is awaiting execution.
Scott Clabourne is indeed such a
person. While it is normally not
our policy to print letters from
perso n s outside the GVSU
community, I included this one out
o f a sense o f appreciation that /
will not receive a letter like this
from a prisoner in Michigan.
Dear Editor
I am writing to you with a
request (a rather urgent request)
that is probably outside your
experience, but, prayerfully, not
your interest.
My name is Scott. I am a
prisoner on Arizona's Condemned
Row. 1 was sentenced under the
death penalty in Jan. of '83, but
am since bom into new life in
Jesus Christ. My request has to
do with my present worldly
status, but more to do with my

,,,

Ann Richards
Jr. HTM

The Football Staff does not
review nor determine eligibility
for financial aid. I do not want
the campus community left with
the impression that they do. I
w ould like the record set
straight."

“They should be open longer
on weekends.”

Brian Kozak
Jr. HTM
“I don’t really care— they’re
fine by me.”

E d .- Chris, you got it. I was in
error. Please fe e l fre e to mail
directly to us any time.

C raig Reynolds
Sr. Philosophy
“It should be open Fridays
until 11 p.m. I could use the
later hours, because Friday’s
the only day I don’t work.”
<

disgrace with its failure to bring
its e lf into this age o f
computerization.
Rather than join libraries from
Allegan, Barry, Ionia, Kent,
M ontcalm , M uskegon, and
O ttaw a counties in their
cooperative computer system,
Zumburge Library claimed they
had a better way. I would rather
have the cooperative system
which already provides fast, easy
access to books than wait another
year or two or 15 to see this
"better system". Why can't our
student ID's at least be used for
library cards?
Zumburge Library, when are
you going to join the rest of
GVSU in becoming a leader in
innovation and technology?

Debbie C urty
J r. Communications
‘1 wish they were open earlier
on Saturday and Sunday.”

Tracey Thompson
So.
“I think the hours are fine.”

:rry Shanahan
unct- E nglish, Comm.
It should be open til
Fridays."

Cheryl Henderson
Coopersville

spirit in Him and Him in me. I
would simply like to share the
simplicity of His Word with
anyone who'd be interested. Or
more concisely put; I need a
pen-pal or two.
I was wondering, hoping
actually, if it (is) at possible, if
you’d print this letter in your
campus paper?
I must confess that your s is
not the only editor's office I've
written with this same request but some states in which the
other schools reside have
established death penalty laws ...
I'm not sure they'll care to
respond.
Can/will you help?
Thank you & God bless.
Sincerely Scott C.

THATS RIGHTALITTLESANCTIMONY—
A LITTLE HYSTERIA,
A LITHE ANTI-SEMITISM-!

THINKOf THE MEDIAENSURE /
THINK Of IKE FUND'RAISING
POTENTIAL!

Scott Clabourne #46561
P.O.Box B-46561
Arizona State Prison Complex
Condemned Row
Florence, Az. 85232
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Can you
affordtogamble
with the LSAT, GMAT,
GREprMCAT?
Probably not. Stanley H.
Kaplan has helped over 1 mil
lion students prepare for their,
grad school exams. So if you
need a refresher class, or even if
youre fresh out of college,
call. Why take a chance with
your career?

iKAHMlI

STANlfrH.KVlANBXJCAHONAIOSNTBtBU
D O N T CO M PETE W IT H
A K A P L A N ST U D E N T -B E O N E

2627 East Beltine S.E.
Grand Rapids, MI 49506
957-9701

Placement Office Advises "Early" is On Time
Don't be too surprised if the
j lecture on theory you expected to
sit through gives way to dose of
the "real world" sometime soon-the Placement Office is on the
I prowl for people who want to
I work.
The Placement Office is asking
I professors in several departments
|to allow them some time during
classes to present information on
(utilizing the Career Planning, and
(placem ent Services offices'
(programs for developing career
(objectives, and to show students
(that it's never really too early to
|begin to develop their careers.
According to Ginger Lange, of

j

the Placement Office, "One of the
reasons we want to get into the
classroom is to. . . let people
know we can help them before
it's cap and-gown time."
One way of helping conies in
the form of a recently acquired
cooperative education grant As
opposed to internships, which are
frequently unpaid, the co-op
program offers paid work.
The grant gives the school
funds to devote personnel time to
developing contacts and work
programs with employers in the
community. The grant doe not go
toward paying wages.
Said Lange, "Typically, the

GRAND
VALLEY
A full-line pharmacy
offering competitive prices '
and prom pt friendly service.

wages are paid by the hiring
organization. We use the grant
money to go out there and find
the organizations that want to use
students."
According to Lange, co-op
programs are running strong
these days.
"HTM (H o sp ita lity and
Tourism M anagem ent) is a
stro n g
a re a rig h t now .
Engineering, Accounting, and
o th er b u sin ess areas are
continuing th eir traditional
strength."
"There's even work for English
majors." Lange added. "Right
now we've got an opening with
an engineering firm that wants
help on a newsletter and such."
According to Lange, what most
students would consider as being
too early to co n tact the
Placement Office is actually just
about on time.
"We can start helping people in
their junio r year," she said.
"There's no need to wait until
you're graduating. We can teach
interview ing techniques and
re su m e
w ritin g .
C a re e r
development is a process- and it

PHONE:

Expert, From p.l

895-7426

freedom of religion and freedom
o f movement. Grossman also
follows issues pertaining the the
quality of Soviet life.
Grossman has been a Foreign
Service Officer since 1983. For 1
1/2 years he served as a
political-economics officer in the
Consulate General in Leningrad.
During this time he was also
responsible for reporting on

ON-CAMPUS DELIVERY
AVAILABLE

W e Accept M ost Prescription Insurance Cards

Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-7pm Sat 9am-4pm

6101 Lake Michigan Drive
Allendale. MI 49401
Located inside Grand Valley Food Center
at the Allendale Plaza

—This ad good for $3 off first prescription filled.-

should start as early as possible."
The Placement Office stresses
that students' academic plans
should be integrated with their
career plans, instead o f ju st
picking up courses at random.
Said Lange, "We want to help
them put that plan into action."
Exploring the co-op option is
fairly easy. Students submit an
application to Placement, which
then puts students in touch with
the professionals who want to
use them.
The em phasis’ is on time
however. For this coming winter
term, the time for accounting
students has past, as all openings
are in the program filled. For
liberal arts, the time is now.
Ginger Lange handles career
placement for students in the
liberal arts, health sciences, and
teaching fields. Linda Backelant
works with students in the HTM,
ad v ertisin g and PR, and
m arketing program s, while
Placement Office director Tom
Seykora focuses on business,
sciences, and engineering.
The Placement Office is located
in room 105 in the Commons,
extension 3311.
human rights developments.
Grossman was expelled from
the Soviet Union and declared
oersona non grata as a result of a
round of US/USSR diplomatic
expulsions in the fall of 1986.
On Thursday Grossman will
attend a beakfast meeting with
members of the GVSU Russian
Circle and Political Science
department.

the Lanthom
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Jim Barber and Seville: This
Guy’s No Dum m y.. . Or
Opening Nisht Club Series Act a Hit
Eric C. Nietling
Editor-in-Chief
Opening night of the Night
Club Series started off with a
bang la s t Thursday night when
Jim Barber and Seville visited
Grand Valley for the first time.

The unique act featured Jim
Seville as a ventriloquist . or
should I say the dummy?
Seville's trademark is the get-up
he wears. His costume shows
4him as the dummy and Seville as
the ventriloquist
"A good-sized crowd of about

This Week Doves and lions appear out of
thin air at his touch. He escapes
from a locked wooden crate. An
endless parade of playing cards
emerge from the tips of his
fingers. A woman floats through
the air and vanishes before your
e y e s T h e s e are illusions.
He has appeared live, on
network television and on cable
with such celebrities as Bob
Hope, Rich little and Joan
Rivers. He has performed coastto-coast for diverse audiences
ranging from vacationers at the
Tropicana Hotel in Las Vegas,
Jally's Park Place in Atlantic
City and the Pagoda Hotel in
Hawaii to convention-goers at
company shows for IBM, Jovan
and Motorola, to name a few.
He is a featured performer on the
S/S Norway, the world's largest
cruise ship . . These are realities.
The man behind both the
lusions and the realities is Higa
ironounced HEE- ga), a highly
skilled and spectacular magician
whose precise hand movements
and brilliant magical feats,
accented by the expressionistic
mysticism of the Oriental World,
always leave even~the most
skeptical of his onlookers
spellbound.
Extraordinarily talented dnd
distinguished by a unique style
that blends his Eastern heritage
with his Western training, Higa

400 showed up to see the comedy
team and everybody left pretty
impressed," commented Night
Club Series Chairman Max
Gibbard.
The routine had several "hot
spots" including a spot when he
did his rendition of Willie Nelson
and Julio Iglesius with
specially
made
guitar
appropriately named "strum"
with a mouth that moved in sync
with the words.’
Another hilarious moment
included
some
audience
participation where the duo
invited several students on stage.
They were then instructed to do
some lip sync to such stars as
Frank Sinatra and "New York,
New
York",
Annie
and
"Tomorrow", and The Supremes
and "Stop in the Name o f Love"
Barber's role was to sing
words while the pseudo-stars
the lip sync.
Overall, the opinions in the
audience were very positive.
"The sudents liked him a lot,"
said Gibbard. "After the show he
said he wanted to return, so
things look pretty good for a
return visit"
The duo have been together
for 18 years and on the college
circuit for two years. They also
have toured around the country
Jim
and in 15 foreign countries.
opened the Night Club
ventriloquist act.

presents
performances
that
combine the mystery of his
magic with the mystery of the
ancient Oriental culture.
His
performances are versatile as his
on-stage attire, which includes
both traditional tuxedo garb and
an Oriental kimona, Higa fits in
perfectly with the glitz of Las
Vegas, the professionalism of
industrial theatre, and just about
everything in between.
As convincing a human being
as he is a performer, the powerfu
illusion of Higa goes no further
than his white face stage make
up and his amazingly acute
sleight-of-hand adeptness,
down to earth individual, Higa
belies his craft with a social
presence that is neither deceptive
nor delusive, but warm, com
forting and very real. Whether pe
rforming from a grand stage for
the public or intimately for a
small group of friends, Higa
makes a point of speaking to his
audience as he astounds them
with his magic, creating along
with his illusions a rapport of A Next week the NigHT\
Club Series featuring
intimacy and trust.
A trip to Hawaii for two is the new grand
Higa will be on Fam ily
Gifted with versatility, char
prize in the American Poetry
isma and sheer magical in
September 24, at 8 p jn .
geniousness, Higa to those who
Association's latest poetry contest
in
Louis
Armstrong
know him is many things. He is
Poets may send up to five poems, no more than 20 lines each, with
Theater.
A fter this,
illusions. He is realities. But
name and address on each page to American Poetry Association, Dept,
however,
the
Series
most importantly, and best of
CN-74, 250 A Potrero Street, P.O. Box 1803, Santa Cruz, CA 95061
will return to Thursday
all,
Higa
is
unbeatable
\ j iights,
v
entertainment.

GV Students Got it Made
Computer Glitches Turn Some Registrations Into Student Nightmares
By Eric C. Nietling
Editor-in-Chief
and College Press Service
If you think registration here
at Grand Valley was bad, here's
what happened at some other
campuses around the nation.
New computer and telephone
registration systems— designed
to help students get classes more
easily and eliminate long lines - have turned into nightmares at
some campuses in recent weeks.
The worst foul-ups occurred at
the University of Colorado,
where thousands of students were
forced to wait in huge lines - some eight people wide by
almost a mile long - to register
for fall term.
In North Carolina, students at
Appalachian State University
waited in long lines for up to

three hours to drop or add classes,
but had few problems getting the
classes they wanted.
Drop/add
lines
at
the
University of Tennessee were
reported to be shorter than in past
years, while the University of
Arizona's phone registration was
deemed a success, although some
classes w e re overcrowded because
of glitches in the system.
"It was easy to figure out,"
said Arizona student Steven
Chan.
Colorado students didn't think
so. "I'm numb," said student
Shannon St. Aubin, who waited
more than six hours to add
courses. ”1 have no emotion
right now. And no classes. And
school starts tomorrow."
The
university's
system
simply couldn't accomodate the
high volume of traffic on

drop/add day. Problems with the
computer's program forced more
students to drop or add classes
than expected, and students who
attempted to drop or add classes
by telephone found CU's phone
lines hopelessly jammed.
"It's
a combination
of
things,"
CU
spokeswoman
Pauline Coker explained. "Any
time you try to install a new
system there will be bugs and
glitches that have to be worked
out"
Although
most
students
endured the long lines stoically,
campus police reported several
frustrated students engaged in
pushing and shoving matches.
No arrests were made.
Trying to save the day, CU
administrators rushed volunteers
into the crowd to explain a lastminute
alternative
they'd

concocted.
Volunteer Evan
Cantor recalled explaining it to
one woman who replied, "So
basically the time we've spent in
line isn’t going to matter in the
end?"
"Probably
not,"
Cantor
answered, "but Elvis is watching
and he knows you're here. So
have faith."
Campuses
nationwide,
however, are committed to the
new
telephone
registration
systems. The day CU's system
broke down and paralyzed the
acedemic
lives of 20,000
students, the University of Texas
at El Paso announced it would
start a pilot telephone system
next spring.
"This," said UTEP Registrar
Barbara Balz, "is going to make
it so much easier on everyone."

r--------------- N
Attention Business
M anagement Personnel
M ajors

The American Society for
Personnel Administration is
looking for you.
ASPA is a professional
organization which plans
tours, lectures, and hies to
increase your knowledge in
the area of Human Resource
Management/ Labor
Relations.
ASPA meets every Tuesday
at 4 p.m. in room 141 Lake
Huron Hall.
For more information call
Jim at 457-2701.
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TW IST OF MYTH
By L arry Bullock
Here's my tale. I’m writing this
here on the_walls, because 1 have
nothing better to do with my time.
I hope that someone will read it
someday.
The woman who bore me was
not quite normal. Her name was
Pasiphae and she copulated with a
bull. Most say, or so I’ve heard
that she didn’t do this of her own
accord, but that Poseidon made
herfall in love with the bull because
her husband, Minos, would not
sacrifice the bull to him. And so I
was bom the son of a bull and a
woman.
Minos, when he saw me, decided
that it would be best if I were kept
away from the rest of the world.
To accomplish this, he had
Daedalus build a home for me, and
what a home it is, twisting, turning '
passages, shifting walls, and some
magic spell that gives one a nasty
disorientating effect I cannot
blame Daedalus for making my
home a virtual maze, he was just
following Minos’ orders, who
wanted me off the face of terra
firma but didn’t wantto invoke the
wrath of Poseidon, or any other
deity which might take interest
Of course, the labyrinth wasn’t
built overnight It took many years
to complete, and, for lack of a
better place, I was placed in
‘Daedalus’ care because he was the
only one who wasn’t afraid of me.
And during my stay with Daedalus,
I made my only friend in Icarus,
Daedalus’ young son.

things. Between the two of us, I
learned the best but that was
because Icarus didn’tlike listening
to his father and the fact that he
would rather be playing. But my
time with Icarus was short as the
labyrinth was completed during
my tenth.year.
The labyrinth wasn’t too hard to
adjust to, but that is because
Daedalus always reminded me that
I would be placed in there and he
prepared me for it. He told me that
he placed a water hole in its center,
so that I would not lack for thirst.
As for food, I would survive by
eating the breads that would be
dropped in through a trap door
over the water hole and by.eating
whatever else I could catch,
meaning rats and bugs. Don’t get
sick now, they’re not that bad
eating once you gethungry enough.
After I had been living there for
a time, a group of fourteen people
entered my labyrinth, seven men
and seven women. I thought that I
had some company and that I
would have someone besides
myself to talk to, but as soon as I

Icarus and I had a grand tim e

approached them, they w ent mad

playing games in his father’s
courtyard, and we became good
friends. We were also trained by
his father to read and write, as well
as some other basic school-type

with terror. They started yelling
things like “Hades!” and “Ahhh!”
Then some of them started
throwing rocks and things at me. It
hurt, and I’m afraid I inherited a

nasty trait from my father, I have a
rotten temper. I killed every one of
them.
These people kept on coming
into the labyrinth at regular
intervals, so I decided to follow
them and listen to them if I couldn ’t
converse with them. Who knows,
maybe I could follow them right
on out of the labyrinth and cheat
fate by escaping die labyrinth and
exploring the world with Icarus.
By listening to these people over
the years, I learned some
interesting things. For instance,
these people were sent in here as
some sort of ritual instigated by
Minos. It seems that these people
were from Athens, which had
recently lost a war with Minos,
and that he enjoyed sending people
in here eveiy year. I also learned
that Minos had locked Daedalus
up in a tower so that he could not
tell any one of these people how to
get out, which I ’m sure he would
have done because the labyrinth
was made for me, not for a bunch
of people who couldn’t survive in
here.
O f course, after a while I found
out these people couldn’t find their
way out of here any better than I,
and aftera time I approached them
also. But this always ended up
with the same results as the first.

Try GVSU's Own

Hades, I guess they just couldn’
handle the results of the god’s
games. Whoever does get to read
this may ask why I would approach
these people at all, to which I
respond that I do not want to see
these people starve to death and I
was tiying to bring them food, as
well as company, and they just
reacted badly.
Every year, I had the hope that
one of these tourists, as I had come
to view the fourteen, would be
ingenious enough to find a way
out. But it didn’t take long to
deduce that they were as lost as I
was. So it was back to the listening
for a while, and then the approach
for company. They, as usual, went
berserk, as did I.
One day, I learned a piece of
disturbing news. Daedalus and
Icarus had escaped from Minos by
fashioning a pair of wings and
inducing them with magic spells
so that they could fly away. But
something terrible happened and
Icarus’ wings broke and he fell
into the sea and drowned. I guess
that now my dream of being with
him again cannot become reality.
So, I’ve decided to end my life.
I cannot seem to get up enough
courage to do it myself, therefore
I shall let the nextperson to enter
here take my life. It’s going to be
tough toresistmy berserkness, but
it must be done, I cannot allow for
that instinct to take over. Wait!
Here comes someone now. I guess
this is the end.
I must uphold appearances
though, mustn’t look as if I want to
die. I’ll throw my spear at him and
miss, that should make it look
decent enough. I hope he ’s a good
fighter, I wouldn’t want this to
take too long. Hmmm, I wonder
what that string is for? Oh well,
here goes.
Byron the Minotaur was here.
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There is a need in
your ow n hom etow n.
Please join your
local chapter

+
Am erican
Red Cross

H T 3

||c o u p o n ||
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FREE Delivery
on and off campus, i

895-3718

FOR
DELIVERY
■■;
~
— CALL 895-3718

Delivery hours:
Sun-Thurs.
7pm-Midnight
Orders must be placed
by 11:30pm

GOOD FOR TWO DOLLAR^
OFF YOUR NEXT PURCHASE

of any large pizza
( 2 item minimum}

THIS OFFER IS
ONLY GOOD FOR
PIZZAS FROM
ITZA PIZZA DELIVERY

GOOD FOR TWO DOLLARS OFF (q

~j

895-3718

ATTENTION OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS
Call 895-3342
Save 10% o ff
all food on campus
^
including IT Z A P IZ Z A . ■

or stop by the food
service office in the
Kirkoff Center
and ask about the

Commuter
Meal Deal
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Kim Wilde - Close
For years, Kim Wilde has been
turning out hits like Kids In
America, Turn It On, and You
Keep M e Hangin’ On, but still
remains widely unknown. It is
hoped that this newest album will
finally give her the credit deserved
as a pop artist who’s been around
for awhile and knows what she’s
doing, and it does just.that Close
contains a wide variety of tracks

from the fast Never Trust AStranger and Hey Mr. Heartache
to the slowerjust released single,
You Came. It’s pop rock at it’s
best! With the release of this album
and appearing as opener for
Michael Jackson, Kim Wilde is
taking that one big step towards
recognition.
Siouxsi And The Banshees Peepshow

AL i n e s
////////////////////A

It’s no longer a matter of hearing
a story as it is feeling and
experiencing it. And what a better
author and story to put on 3-D
audio tape than Stephen King’s
“The M ist”. Stephen King’s
sinister imagination and the
miracleof“Kunstkopf” (“artificial
head”) binaural sound transports
you to a sleepy all-American town.
It was a hot, lazy day - perfect for
a cookout - until David Drayton

saw strange dark clouds. Suddenly
a violent storm swept across the
lake and ended as abruptly and
unexpectedly as it had begun.
Then came the m ist... creeping
slowly, inexorably into town where
itsettles and waits, trapping David
and his son Billy in a supermarket
with dozens of others, cut off from
their families and the world.
The mist is alive, seething with
unearthly sounds and movements.

fit the B oh Office
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦

a movie.
He decides to stay for Carnival,
and after getting blitzed and
robbed, is kidnaped by the real
power behind the country’s throne,
Roberto Strausmann (Raul Julia).
Strausmann wants Noah to “play
the part” o f Parador’s dictator
Alfonse Simms, who has just died
o f a heart attack. At first Noah
refuses, but Strausmann soon
convinces him to help (with a death
threat, o f course). What follows is
co n v o lu ted and g enerally
unconvincing.
Parador's failure stems from the

But what unleashed this terror?
Was it the Arrowhead Project—
the top secret governm ent
operation thateveryonehas noticed
but no one quite understands? And
what happens when the provisions
have run out and the survivors are
forced to make their escape?
The Mist has you in its grip, and
this masterpiece of 3-D sound
engineering surrounds you with
horror so real that you’ll be
grabbing your own arm for
reassurance. To One side— and
whipping around your chair— a
slither of tentacles. Swooping
down upon you, a rush of
grotesque, prehistoric wings. In
the impenetrable mist, hearing is
seeing and believing. And what
you’re about to hear, you’ll never
forget___________ __________ _

The drum roll rose in tempo.
“Do you have any last minute
requests Monsieur?”
“Justone, Come, let me whisper
in your ear.”
The hooded figured drew up
close to my left nostril.
Iapat in his face.
He drew back abruptly and the
saliva slid satisfyingly down his
chin.
His eyes darkened with rage,
“You have till the count of ten to
live!"
“You can’t do this!”
“One.”
“Retribution will be swift!”
‘Two.”
My mind raced, searching for
answers, yet none came.
“Six.”
“You cheated!”
“Seven,” he sneered.
The drumroll soared to dizzying
volume, and the blood coursed
violently through my veins.
“Eight”
Each o f the barrels pointed evilly
to various portions of my anatomy.
“Nine.”
Finally apian arose, “Haltin the
name of. . . the Grand Valley
Laker!!”
The drum roll stopped abruptly
and various pairs of hands rushed
to untie me.
M y captor w inced in defeat, “W e

shall meet again Monsieur.”
“Yeah,” I said.

40 Southeast Asian
holiday
42 Knock
1 Affirmative
44 Speed contests
4 Confirm
46 Redact
0 Fruit seed
48 M ale sheep
12 Dine
50 Challenge
13 E a gle 's nest
51 Pigeon pea
14 High card
53 Cheroot
15 Three-base hit
55 Enthusiasm
17 Raises the
58 Cylindrical
spirit of
61 Garden tool
19 In want
21 Pose for portrait 62 Distance runner
64 Timid
22 S in k s In middle
24 Opp. of N NE
65 Ventilate
66 W arning device
26 Am ount owed
67 Bishopric
29 Metal
31 Transgress
DOW N
33 Fish eggs
34 Before noon
1 Still
2 Organ of
35 Drink slowly
hearing
37 Rocky hill
3 Pricks painfully.
39 A continent:
abbr.
4 Wan

The
Weekly

ACR08S

Moon Over Parador

Sometimes 1 go to a bad
movie. It doesn’t happen often. I
can usually find something
redeeming in almost any movie,
something that I feel makes that
film worthwhile. Unfortunately,
this week’s film, Moon Over
Parador, is such an insoluble mess
that finding that redeeming value
would be like trying to find
democracy in Haiti.
Moon Over Parador stars
Richard Dreyfuss as actor Jack
Noah, who goes down to the

Tidbits : New albums can be
expected out this fall from Keith
Richards, U2, Cyndi Lauper,
Motley Crue, Los Lobos and
Crosby, Stills, Nash, and Young.

A drum roll swelled in the
background as 1 was led
handcuffed to the stake in the center
of the arena. The hooded figure
shackled me in and signaled to the
semi-circle of gunmen surrounding
me.
“You have been a very bad boy,”
he sneered, his voice reeking of
French caviar.
“Y ou’ll never get away with this
Pierre, I’ll have the consulate on
you sofastyou won’t be able to zip
your pants.”
“Oh Monsieur, I do not think
you are in any position to
negotiate.” Somehow it struck me
that he sounded exactly like Mr.
Roark of Fantasy Island. Suddenly,
I hit upon a plan.
“Deplane! Deplane!”
Total bedlam resulted as
everyone dove
for cover.
Frantically I struggled at my bonds,
dragging the stake with me in my
escape.
____ _______
“He’s getting away!”
I ran, but to no avail. I was
caught and planted right back
where I started.
‘It was a clever plan,” he
breathed down my neck, “B ut your
time has run o u t”
He signaled for the courtier to
bring out the traditional red
handkerchief.
You don’t really expect me to
use that do you?”
‘As you wish.”

♦♦

By Brent Baum

♦♦

The latest album by Siouxsi
Sioux ahd hdr Banshees is
everything their fans could ask for
and more! The music, a cross
between pop rock and new wave,
is at its stimulating best! Peek-ABoo and Scarecrow are two tracks
that should bum up the dance floor
while Rawhead And Bloodybones
hits the couple’s scene. This band’s
potential has been unleashed and
is being taken by storm! It’s a
breath of fresh air compared to all
the other bands trying to play the
same kind of music but missing
the target'

*

sc rip tw rite r/d irecto r
Paul
Mazursky ’s failure to convince me
that this movie was true to its own
systemoflogic. In any play, movie,
or television program, the audience
must have a willing suspension of
disbelief. It must be willing to
accept what it sees as possible,
within the confines o f the
production.
Maursky’s firstfilmfor Disney
studios, Down and Out in Beverly
Hills, managed to combine the
pathos of homelessness with the
-wealth in a
believable and effective mix. This
movie, with realistic scenes of
rebel guerrillas and poverty
depicting what we have come to
expect from such dictatorships,
tries too hard to send a message.
There is too much slapstick humor
to allow the story to tie itself too
closely to reality. Mazursky should
have
recognized
such
shortcomings as he wrote thescript
He certainly should have spotted
them as he directed the film.
Moon Over Parador is rated PG13 and is at Studio 28 and
Showcase Cinemas.

1
12

2

Cinsswnrd
Puzzle
/
5 Musical
Instrum ents
6 Either
7 Contend
8 Lampreys

31

15

9 Idle chatter
10 Frozen water
11 Footlike part
16 Nuisances
18 Succor
20 Affirmative
22 Writing tablet
23 Directed at
target
25 Landing craft
27 Blunder: si.
28 Plague
30 Title of respect
32 Neither
36 Equality
36 Deteoting-------device
41 Neater
43 Moccasin
45 Fondle
47 Sticky
substance
49 B ish op's
headdress
52 Kind of bean
54 Microbe
55 The urial
56 Edible rootstock
57 Sesam e
59 Article

60 Organ of sight
63 Note of scale

Puzzle solutions for this week
and last week on Page 8.
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Pro Choice Forces Gear Up
Join The
Celebration of Fun!
Great food. a great atmosphere, and great opportunities
all add up lu the excitement you can experience at
Chi-Chis'!
We're looking lor friendly, dependable, high-energy team players
to join in the celebration ol lun in our dynamic environment.
FULL A PART TIME openings on DAY A EVENING SHIFTS
include:
• Food Servers
■ Prep Cooks
• Cocktail Servers
■ Line Cooks
• Hosts Hostesses
• Broiler Cooks
• Service Assistants
• Bartenders
• Dishwashers
We oiler incentives that are worth celebrating, including
2 weeks paid vacation after
• Top competitive wages
1st year
• Flexible hours to meet
Health & Life Insurance
academic schedules
available
• Uniforms provided
Incentive plan
Excellent training program
Advancement opportunity Employee meal discount
35't. of Assistant Managers
30'h family meal discount
promoted from within
To get in on the fun that's waiting for you at
Chi-Chi’s, apply in person at CHI-CHI'S, 3321
28th St., Grand Rapid*. EOE-m/f.

me

Four WestMichigan community
leaders kicked off the final phase
of the People’s Campaign for
Choice (PCC) West Michigan
coalition on Tuesday with a news
conference at the Grand Rapids
Press Club.
Judith Frey, spokesperson for
the PCC and a resident of Grand
Rapids, said the coalition is made
up of community volunteers and
supporters from Lowell, Rockford,
Cascade,
Grand
Rapids,
Greenville, Ada, Wyoming,
Kentwood, EastGrandRapids and
other areas.
“We are confident that the
majority of voters in Michigan
wish to protect a poor woman’s
right to choose an abortion,” she
explained. The group is working
to defeat Proposal A on the
November ballot, which if passed,
would end Medicaid funding for
abortion.
“By^ banning funding, we’re
discriminating against the poor by
taking away their access. That’s

not fair, when any woman of
financial means can choose that
option. Our Medicaid system was
built on the principle of providing
equal access to health care for all,”
she said. “That includes abortion
services.”
• Frey, along with Grand Rapids
residents Cedric Ward, Dr. Earl
Williams and the rev. Ellen
Brubaker, spoke at length about
their reasons for supporting the
efforts of the PCC.
“This election isn’t about
abortion being right or wrong,”
said Dr. Williams, an OB-GYN.
“It’s about keeping abortion safe
and legal for our poor. To ban
funds would force women to
endanger their lives by either
delaying abortion or by seeking an
illegal, unsafe procedure. We must
all vote no to prevent this from
occurring.”
The group has the support of
thousands of West Michigan
Residents in its efforts to educate
the public about the dangers of

661 don’t want
a lot of hype.
I just want
something I
can count on.}}

Proposal A.
“In this country, w e ’re
experiencing a widening gap
between the haves and the have
nots. The rights, privileges and
obligations seem to be based on
purchasing power... as is evident
by Proposal A,” said Ward. “But
as citizens, we can guarantee full
rights and protected care to all
individuals who make the personal
choice of abortion. We can do that
by voting NO to Proposal A.”
Frey also mentioned that
Proposal A makes no provisions
for victims of rape or incest.
The West Michigan coalition is
planning several activities leading
up to the election, including
fundraising through direct mail and
private house parties; having a
Speaker’s Bureau available to talk
to community groups and plans to
distribute literature at as many
public events as possible. Three
major events are being planned
around the Michigan appearances
of PCC supporters Gloria Steinem,
Republican
S enator
Bob
Packwood, and comedian Yakov
Smirnov.
The group’s next activity is a
special fund-raising performance
of “Sunday in the Park With
George” at Circle Theater on
September 15.

PUZZLE-SOLUTION

Some long distance
companies promise you
the moon, blit what you
really want is dependable,
high-quality service. That's
just what you’ll get when
you choose AT&T Long
Distance Service, at a cost
that’s a lot less than you
think. You can expect low
long distance rates, 24-hour
operator assistance, clear
connections and immediate
credit for wrong numbers.
And the assurance that
virtually all of your calls will
go through the first time
That's the genius of the
AT&T Worldwide Intelligent
Network.
When it’s time to
choose, forget the gimmicks
and make the intelligent
choice-AT&T
Ifyoud like to knowmore about our pnxlucts or
services, like International
Gatling anti the AT&T Card,
call us at 1 H00 222-0300.

Last week's puzzle solution

PUZZLE

SOLUTION

AT&T

The right choice.
This week's puzzle solution
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Lakers Capture First Victory Netters Ready For
Conference Play

By M ark Halstead
Sports Writer

Grand Valley State’s football
team registered their first victory
of the 1988 season with a hard
fought 45-26 win over Winona
State of Minnesota this past
Saturday.
With temperatures hovering
near 90 degrees all day, the Lakers
blew open a close game in the 4th
quarter when their size and depth
began to wear down the Warriors.
“I believe that we wore them out
physically on the defensive and
offensive lines. We were happy to
get that first victory. It was ugly
but very important," said head
coach Tom Beck.
The Laker offense was clicking
all afternoon behind the passing of
Jack Hull, receiving of Alex
Preuss, and the running of Isaiah
Lipsey and John Sanders.
Hull completed 14 of 22 passes
for 215 yards and connected with
Preuss for five touchdowns,
establishing a school record for
touchdowns in a game for both a
quarterback and receiver. For the

day, Preuss had six receptions for
169 yards.
“If it was not for the entire
offensive line giving Hull
protection, I would have never been
in position to make those catches,”
commented Preuss, a junior tight
end.
The offensive front-five of Mark
Prins, David Beebe, TomMitchell,
BillMcGory, and Andy Goeddeke
more than lived up to their name of
the “People Movers.”
They
continually blew the Warriors off
the line of scrimmage, enabling
Sanders and Lipsey to run wild.
Lipsey was outstanding, gaining
212yardson lOcarries and scoring
a touchdown. Sanders contributed
68 yards on 20 carries.
“An offensive line can make a
running back look good just as a
running back can do the same for
them,” stated Beck.
While the offense was doing
their job, the defense began to
stiffen in the 2nd half as they
continually harassed quarterback
Jason Mitchell, sacking him five
times and intercepting just as many
passes.
“The play of defensive tackles

Doug Johnson and Darin Mulcahy
was
outstanding
today,”
commented Beck.
Outside linebacker Craig
Thornton received his first start at
the position and responded well
intercepting two passes that led to
Laker touchdowns.
Grand Valley jumped to aquick
14-0 lead as Hull hit Preuss from
69 yards and 12 yards and
maintained a slim 14-12 lead at
halftime.
After both teams scored 3rd
quarter touchdowns to keep the
game close, Hull connected with
Preuss from 14 yards and 52 yards
to stake the Lakers to a 33-19 lead
with 11:19 remaining in the
contest.
The Lakers closed out the
scoring when Hull hit Preuss once
again, and Lipsey scampered 61
yards with 2:23 showing.
The Lakers pushed their record
to 1-2 on the season while Winona
State fell to 0-3.
Grand Valley returns home
Saturday, Family Day, when they
face St. Francis College at 1:30
p.m.

Tennis Team Improves Dramatically
By Sarah Stinson
Sports Writer
At 10 a.m. Saturday, the Lady
Lakers tennis team faced a
seemingly impossible opponentnot Saginaw Valley, but the rain
water that flooded the Grand
Valley tennis courts. However,
after a lot of hard work and an hour
and a half delay, the match began.
The windy, threatening day set the
scene for what turned out to be a
tough Grand Valley loss.
“I’m pleased. We improved
dramatically from our first match
of the season,” said Coach Tim
Sutherland of the frequent bright
spots in the Laker’s play.
The second doubles team of
Amy Bensett and Jacquey Baby
weredownedby Saginaw Valley’s
Mary Bouchaert and Deanna Pobe
3-6, 1-6. The third doubles team
of Amy Uber and Deb Sill fought
a hard but losing battle against
Kellie McDonald and Chris
Fowler, 7-6, 3-6, 1-.6. Grand
Valley’s first doubles, Nancy
Siemion and Becky Lucas,
however, made a spectacular
showing against SVSU’s Penny
Fischer and Michelle Brashaw, 46, 6-3, 7-5.
Siemion went on to lose a tough
three-set match against Eischer 64, 5-7, 5-7. In second singles,
GVSU’s Sill dropped a close one
to Brashaw 6-4,4-6,4-6. SVSU’s „
Bouchaert took care of Bensett in
third singles 6-2, 6-2. Fourth

"W e’re o f f to a s lo w sta rt,
o b vio u sly, b e c a u se o f
in ju rie s, b u t I th in k the
to u g h r o a d is b e h in d
u s "— Grand Valley

Coach Joan Boand.
By Jeff Reed
Sports Writer
After two highly competitive
tournaments, the Laker volleyball
team is ready to begin conference
play. Last weekend the tejun
traveled to St. Cloud, Minnesdta
to face some very skilled teams.
The Lady Lakers began the
tournament against the host team,
St. Cloud State, who is ranked
seventh in the nation. The Grand
Valley squad fought through four
close sets, but lost in the best-offive series, 9-15, 15-13, 10-15,
and 11-15. However, Coach
Boand was happy with the team’s
performance. “We played them
very, verv well on their home
court,” stated Boand.
Their next opponent of the day,
Mankato State, was beatable, but
the preceding match against St.
Cloud State had taken its toll on
the Lakers. They fell in five tough
sets: 15-8,16-14,13-15,1-15, and
7-15. Coach Boand remarked, “If
we hadn’t played S t Cloud first,
I’rtf sure we could’ve taken
Mankato State in three sets.”
However, Saturday was a new
\d a y and a start of good things to

come. After an early-morning loss
to the University of NebraskaOmaha, the Lady Lakers picked
up their first win of the season
against the squad from the
University ofMinnesota-Duluth.
It was especially rewarding to win
after losing the second set 14-16.
The Lakers have had trouble this
season in shaking off the frustration
and fatigue factors that come with
close sets.
Solid individual performances
were highlighted by senior co
captain Alison Scott-Nord, who
had 57 kills over the weekend.
Also contributing to the team effort
was sophomore Wendy Lesch and
previously-injured co-captain
Karla Hartline. Hartline, who
executed 48 kills in the tournament,
is almost back to her normal form.
Coach Boand says she simply
needs some fine tuning.
In tuning up for conference play
this weekend, the team had two
specific goals in mind, both of
which were met The first was to
get their first win under their belt.
The second was to reduce their
errors, a crucial area to work on if
a successful season is to be
expected.
All of the team’s improvement
will be put on display this weekend
at Grand Valley. We encourage
you to come out and support the
team in one of their four home
matches. The home opener is
Friday at 6:00 p.m. against
Michigan Tech.

GVSU S.HA.PFs Up
Joe Lowden
Sports writer

Nancy Siefruot^e^esaw inning point in her doubles rnhtch with Becky
Lucas against Saginaw Valley.
Photo! Julie Edinger
singles was McDonald of SVSU
over Karin Morey 3-6, 6-4, 6-3.
Saginaw Valley also took fifth and
sixth singles with Colleen LaCIair
over Lucas 6-1, 6-4, and Pobe
over Baby 6-2,7-5. Grand Valley
took seventh singles as Taraynn
TerHarr defeated Jenny Tong 6-1,
6-4.

“Inexperience in the end was
our downfall as we lost four threeset m atches," said Coach
Sutherland.
As the season
progresses, they should improve.
Their next chance at brighter
times will come at Grand Rapids
Junior College, September 28, at
3:00 p.m.

Students and athletes aren’t the
only ones exercising regularly.
With the new SHAPE program,
staff and faculty members are now
getting into the action.
The Staff Health and Physical
Exercise Program (SHAPE), is an
advanced fitness program offered
to faculty and staff members at
Grand Valley. Leroy Hackley, the
administrator of SHAPE, said,
“The program is to get faculty and
staff members involved. It is a
benefit package for the faculty and
staff program.”
The first step of the program is a
wellness profile called PULSE.
Based upon information gathered
from a questionnaire, PULSE pro
vides a personal prescription for
health. It challenges members to
change their lifestyles and partici
pate in activities that promote
health.
Each member is then tested for

aerobic index capacity, body
composition, muscular strength,
flexibility, and endurance. A per
sonal analysis will also be con
ducted to cover the member’s
nutriton, weight loss, smoking,
drug use, and stress manage
ment. A computerized Fitness
assesment will present results,
scores, and training parameters.
The ultimate goals of the pro
gram and its members are to
improve diet and nutritional lev
els, reduce stress, and to help the
members get in shape.
SHAPE is part of the campus
recreation program. Jim Scott
the Grand Valley wrestling
coach, is the coordinator of the
program and is in charge of the
fitness testing. When asked
about the future of SHAPE he
said, “I think it is a real positive
one. This is where business and
industry is going—to fitness."
Last year SHAPE attracted
105 members. With the growing
F tness craze, the program s hou Id
continue to expand.
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Laker Harriers Beat The Heat
By Jason Anglin
Sports Writer

The women’s cross country team
ranawaywith MthplaceSaturday
attheMidwestCollegiate meet in
Kenosha, Wisconsin.
There were 27 teams, many
which are NCAA Division I, and
269 runners present.
There were many outstanding
performances by the Grand Val
ley women’s team. Leading the
team was Sandra Terrell, who
placed 40th with an impressive
time of 19:18. Terrell was last
week’s Laker Athlete of the Week.
Coming in second for the Lakers
was Laura Moore, who took 55th
place with a time of 19:41.
Other performers who should
be commmended for their racing
efforts in Saturday’s meetareNicki
Vanderberg 119th place, Gail
Hoffman 127th, Bobbi Bailey
162nd. and Julie Glomson 164th.

Halstead’s Court

One of the biggest forces work
ing against the Lakers was mother
nature. Many of the contestants in
the race could not finish due to
staggering temperatures in the 90’s
and agonizing humidity. Some
entrants had to be helped off the
course and given medical atten
tion as did many who finished the
race.
Coach Martin felt that the race
was excellent considering racing
conditions. He also pointed out
that Sandra Terrell, who is ranked
first in the GL1 AC conference, beat
every Hillsdale runner. Hillsdale
is the team’s second biggest com
petitor in the conference, the first
being Ferris.
One of the biggest races to watch
for in terms of competition will be
the Ferris State Invitational in Big
Rapids September 24, at 11 a.m.
Both Hillsdale and Ferris will be
there to chal lenge the Lakers to the
toughest meet of their invitational
season.

Heck upset with officiating
Part of playing on the road is
dealing with the home team’sofficiating. Grand Valley head foot
ball coach Tom Beck is sick of that
notion after his Laker team was
whistled 12 times for 115 yards in
penalties in their 45-26 victory
over Winona State Last Saturday.
“1 was very unhappy with the
officiating. Their judgment on
calls was poor all day. Their coach
even apologized to me after the
game,” continued Beck.
Beck had a legitimate complain t.
The Warriors scored two touch
downs when their wide receivers
clearly pushed off Laker defen
sive backs, and safety Mike Slazinski suffered a posssible season
ending knee injury on a play that
should have never been. The in
jury occurred when time had al

easier for the Lakers as they enter
tain St. Francis College of Illinois
on Saturday.
The Fighting Saints are tin NAIA
school that lost toGVSU’s confer
ence rival Hillsdale College, 2720, earlier this year on a last-sec
ond touchdown. Grand Valley
will have their hands full.
Defensively the Lakers will have
to shut down the run and not be
susceptible to big plays. Offen
sively, quarterback Jack Hull will
have to get the ball to wide re
ceiver Frank Miotke and tight end
Alex Preuss.
If the Lakers do not give up the
big play, and control the ball on
offense, they should win. It will
not be easy, but the Lakers will
escape with a narrow victory.

ready expired in the game, but the
officials failed to take notice let
ting one more play be run which
led to the injury.
“I don’t want to sound like I am
complaining, but I don’t want my
players to be cheated,” com mented
Beck.
The Lakers were a far superior
team to Winona State, but the offi
ciating and lack of calls kept the
Warriors in the game longer than
they should have been. In com
parison to GVSU, they had only
five penalties for 56 yards.
Grand Valley still captured a
victory, and the players should be
commended for keeping their poise
and dignity in doing so.

St. Francis College up next
GRAND VALLEY 23
ST. FRANCIS
20

The schedule does not get any

Laker Athletes of the Week
Tight end Alex Preuss and tailback
Isaiah Lipsey share Laker Athlete of
the Week honors for their perform
ances in leading the Laker football
team to a 45-26 triumph over Winona
State on Saturday. Preuss, a junior
from Elmhurst, Illinois, caught six
passes for 169 yards and a school
record five touchdowns. While the
sophomore Lipsey gained 212 yards
on only ten carries for one touch
down. Other considerations: Wendy
Lesch, Bob Osbourne, Jack Hull,
Doug Johnson, Craig Thornton, and
Nancy Siemion.

Gridders To Join
New Conference
Bv Sarah Stinson
Sports Writer

The Laker football team has
faced a tough year so far, but
recent good news has made their
future look brighter Spokesper
sons from Grand Valley, along
with ten other schtxils, met re
cently at Ashland College in Ash
land, Ohio to discuss the forma
tion of a new Great Lakes football
conference.
Barring any complications, in
the fall of 19901.aker football will
havesome new competition along
with familiar GLIAC competi
tion Grand Valley will continue
to battle Ferris, Northern Michi
gan, Saginaw Valley, Wayne State,
and Hillsdale, but will also face
teams from what is presently the
Heartland Collegiate Conference

:

r

Sport
S h o rts..

\

Men's Cross Country
Travels To Wisconsin

(HCC). Ashland, the University
of Indianapolis, St Joseph’s Col
Harriers place 15th out of 24 teams
lege, Butler University, and Val
paraiso University will round out
Grand Valley’s competition in the
By Jason Anglin
considering the caliber of talent
new Great Lakes Collegiate Foot Sports Writer
present at the race,” said Coach
ball Conference.
( 'linger. Manyofthe teams present
This will provide Grand Valley
The men’s cross country team
were NCAA Division 1
with some tough, balanced com ran at theMidwestCollegiate meet
Another element to consider
petition in the league, and achance
when evaluating the team’s
Saturday and placed 15th out of
to prove themselves to new teams.
performance was the weather.
the 24 teams present.
However, they can still maintain
The top runner for the Lakers
Temperatures were in the 90's w ith
old rivalries with their present
high humidity levels. Many of the
w as Bob Osbourne w ho had a time
league competition.
teams present did not finish due to
of 2,8:06 for the f ive mile course.
The new league w ill cut down
the large number of runners w ho
Rounding out the top seven
on travel time and expense for the
runners for the Lakers were Chris
dropped out
Lakers, who have recently tra\
The Lakers will lun again
Karas, Hd Kiessel, Pete Bodary,
elled as far as Florida.
Randy Taylor, Rich Truxall, and
Saturday at the Ferris State
It should be a gtxxi experience
Invitational in Big Rapids.
Pat Samuels
and a positive change for the Lakers
“ Ihe race was ran very well
and give everyone at Grand Val V ___________________________
ley much to look forward to I

___ j

•Ski team recruiting meeting.
Sunday, September 25 at 7:30
P-m. in room 11 in the fieldhouse.
Any questions call: Cathy 8954144.
•A team of RAs slid their way
to a first place finish in Grand Val
ley's first annual Mud Volleyball
Tournament Sunday, September
!

8.

Lleven teams participated, rep
resenting housing, greeks. and
independents, /eta Delta Chi
Sorority and the Goalpost Restau
rant co-sponsors of the tourna
merit, presented the w inners with
tree t-shirts.
Playing for the wining team of
RAs were Kim Brinkman, Jeff
Howell, Luanne Hurst Steve
Nolan. Scott Petzold, Sheila Ro
gers, Scott Snable, and Chris
Wei ton.
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CHECK ONE BOX ONLY PER MATCH-UP
NO MORE THAN ONE ENTRY PER PERSON
WILL BE ADMITTED PER WEEK

CHICAGO AT GREEN BAY
|

|

CLEVELAND AT CINCINNATI

1. Fill out the entry blank show n at the right by pickirig your
choice for the winner of each gam e. (Check ortyon eb ox per
gam e)

LA RAMS AT NY GIANTS
MIAMI AT INDIANAPOLIS

2. Pick the winner of the tie-breaking gam e and the total points
in that gam e.

NEW ENGLAND AT HOUSTON

3. B e sure that you print your name, address, and phone number
so that when you win, w e will be able to get a hold of you.
4. A ny entrant who outpicks any of the "Fearsome Foursom e" will
automatically get his or her nam e put in the paper for that
particular week.
5. The top person that outpicks the "Fearsom e Foursom e" in that
particular week will get their picture taken and a write-up about
them in the paper that week.
6. All winners will g o into a hat, and at the end of the sem ester
;our random drawings will be held for four pairs of tickets to the
vinners favorite professional sports team.
7. The drawing will be held on January 11,1989. All winners w il
x notified and will be given one week to claim their prize or it
will be forfeited.

8. Deadline is 5 pjn. Friday

NY JETS AT DETROIT
|

| PHILADELPHIA AT MINNESOTA

F I

POTTSBURGH AT BUFFALO
SAN DIEGO AT KANSAS CITY
SAN FRANCISO AT SEATTLE
j

TAMPA BAY AT NEW ORLEANS

Washington at phoenix

<*<

FLORIDA ST. AT MICHIGAN ST.

Last week was pretty lame people!! The "Bake" was the highest picking only 11
out o f 19 right. (The Alabama-Texas A &M was cancelled) Kelly "Tripuk"
didn't want to talk about it. Sarah "Spuds" was happy. (It was her best week
yet!) And "E.C." was just a little instated, but thinks this week his Steelers will
Inally come through for him. Last week he lonered on Pitt. U. to keep the
’Bake" one off the lead for the "Armchair Quarterback Trophy".

OHIO ST. AT LOUISIANA ST.
AIR FORCE AT WYOMING
ARIZONA AT EASTERN MICHIGAN
*

AUBURN AT TENNESSEE

«

Tony Baker
25-58(60%)

Dallas
Chicago
Cincinnati
NY Giants
Indianapolis
Houston
NY Jets
Minnesota
Buffalo
Kansas City
San Francisco
New Orleans
Washington

Dallas
Chicago
Cincinnati
LA Rams
Miami
Houston
NY Jets
Minnesota
Buffalo
Kansas City
Seattle
New Orleans
Washington

Dallas •
Chicago
Cleveland
NY Giants
Indianapolis
Houston
NY Jets
Minnesota
Buffalo
San Diego
San Francisco
New Orleans
Washington

Dallas
Chicago
Cleveland
NY Giants
Indianapolis
New England
NY Jets
Minnesota
Pittsburgh
Kansas City
San Francisco
New Orleans
Washington

Florida St
Louisiana St
Wyoming
Arizona
Auburn
Oklahoma
Texas A&M

Florida S t
Louisiana St.
Air Force
Arizona
Auburn
Oklahoma
Oklahoma S t

Florida S t
Ohio S t
Air Force
Arizona
Auburn
Oklahoma
Texas A&M

Florida S t
Louisiana S t
Wyoming
Eastern Michigan
Tennessee
Oklahoma
Oklahoma S t

Professional
Atlanta at Dallas
Chicago at Green Bay
Cleveland at Cincinnati
LA Rams at NY Giants
Miami at Indianapolis
Vew England at Houston
NY Jets at Detroit
Philadelphia at Minnesota
Pittsburgh at Buffalo
San Diego at Kansas City
San Francisco at Seattle
Tampa Bay at-New Orleans
Washington at Phoenix

College
Florida S t at Michigan S t
Ohio S t at Louisiana S t
Air Force at Wyoming
Arizona at Eastern Michigan
Auburn at Tennessee
Oklahoma at USC
Oklahoma S t at Texas A&M

Sarah Scott
26-58 (45%i .

Kelly Israels
31-58 fS3%l

Eric Nietling
36:58(62%)

F I
I

OKLAHOMA AT USC
I OKLAHOMA ST. AT TEXAS A&M
.
*

p— j

l

TIE-BREAKER
..

good idea that I could win this week," he
added.
Hffwenton to state tiiaH heidensare hi&
favorite football team, but predicted that
the Wahington Redskins would end up in
the Super Bowl.
The Marketing major is currently on the
football team as a running back and says
that if he was to win the free tickets he
would go see the Pistons.
There were no other winners this week.
Eiland was the only winner out of about
30 entries.

^

j_

ST. FRANCIS AT GRAND VALLEY |" ~ |
TOTAL POINTS IN GAME

*AME
5DRESS

IONE

Only One Winner in Sports Contest
ALLENDALE- Another freshman won
- the. Sports Contest last week. That makes
two weeks in a row that a freshman has
outpicked the "Fabulous Foursome".
Jamarl Eiland, from Detroit, had an
average week, but it was enough as the
"Foursome" had a real weak week. He
correctly predicted 12 out of 19 games,
which, was enough to enter him in the
drawing for the free tickets.
According to Eiland, he would have beat
everyone the week before, but the
football team was on the road and he
couldn't get his picks in. "I had a pretty

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ D P

ATLAN TA AT D A LLA S

Jamarl Eiland was the‘winner
i
o f last week’s sports contest.
Photo/ Stan Quirin
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R E SE A R C H P A PE R S.
15,278 AVAILABLE! Catalog
$2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho,
#206 XT, Los Angeles 90025,
Toll Free (800) 351-0222, Ext.
33. VISA/MC OR COD. l-6tp
R oom m ate W anted ASAP:
Female, non-smoker to share
3 - bedroom
a p a rtm e n t in
Ramblewood; 10 miles from
campus. Own bedroom and lots
o f space. $163.75 per month
plus utilities. Call 532-4097.
4ltp
H o rse b a c k
R i d in g
B e a u tifu l C o lo re d T ra ils
$2.00 discount on Sunday-Friday
before noon and all day
W ednesday. H o r s e d r a w n
H ayrides. Flying Horseshoe
Ranch
Y ankee
Springs
Recreational Area 795-7119 or
694-4138

H

L ocal b r a n c h o f n a tio n a l
firm has immediate fall term
openings. May continue into
Christmas break and spring term.
Flexible schedules.
15 - 35
hrs./wk. Training provided.
College credits and internships to
qualified persons. Open to all
majors. Minimum 2.25 GPA.
$7.19 to start. For interview call
2 4 5 -6 2 5 0 ,1 1 -6 .
nc

B abysitter
needed
fo r
3- month old. Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 8:30 am to noon.
Our home-Allendale Meadows.
Call 895-5323 evenings.
4- nc

QRANDVILLAGE [ INJsJ
* Only 10 minutes from Campus
* Special rates available to GVSU parents
* Complimentary breakfast, HBO, and local phone calls
* Indoor heated pool/whirlpool
* Room Service by Brann's
* All King and Queen-size beds
* Conveniently located to Fine dining and shopping mall

FREE LOVE

KKNS

Loudspeaker Systems

KKNS. .the new
speaker that puts you
in the performance.
• High Perform ance
• Com puter Optim ized
• 10 yr. Warranty

Featuring
Diffused Ambiance »
for natural sound!
KARNSELECTRONICS
910 E. Fulton SI. (616)458-5869
G R A N D R A P ID S . M i 49503

W hat do Darwi, Ghanima,
Duncan, Chani, and Liet have in
common? They’re all 3 weeks
old, cute as the dickens, willing
to live outdoors or in, and they
all know what the litter box is
for. Kittens for free! From a line
o f females I've known for 7
generations -- I've never lost a
speaker grille or had a shoe peed
in after 5 years of living with
this family of cats. Do us both a
favor and let a little ball of fluff
into your life. C a l l S t u ,
453-4192 (leave m essage)
o r X 3120 days.

196 and

Dr. 3425 Fairlanes Ave. Grandvllle (616)532-3222

Saint Mary's Health Services
Education Department
Proudly Presents
Pain, Assessment and Intervention
in Nursing Practice
by: Margo McCaffrey, RN, MS, RAAN
October 11,1988
8:15am-ll:45am or 12:45pm-4:15pm

Career Planning & Counseling Center
FALL 1988 SEMINARS

COUNSELING

Register by phone before October 7, 1988
with Kimberly Coplin at 774-6535
Student cost, $15.00, may be paid at door

®
Sa m Mary’s
V W / HEALTH SERVICES

PLANNING fo r GRADUATE and
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
Oct. 5,3-5 pm ,152 Commons
Leader: John Zaugra

200 J«fftnon. SE . - Grind Rapid*, M ichiph 49V))

BUILDING SELF-CONFIDENCE
Oct. 19, 3-5 pm ,152 Commons
Leader: Harriet Singleton

HAVE YOU EVER
CONSIDERED
DONATING PLASMA?

COMPUTER ASSISTED CAREER SEARCH
Nov. 2,3-5 pm, 152 Commons
Leader: John Zaugra

But . . . You aren't sure what plasma is used
for or why we pay for your plasma donation.

PREPARATION fo r the GRE, MAT,
GMAT, and LSAT
Nov. 9,3-5 pm, 152 Commons
Leader: John Zaugra

♦PLASMA donors provide Source PLASMA, the fluid portion
and treatment of rabies, hepatitis B, hemophilia, bum and shock
victims, heart surgery and products to blood type donors and
patients.

- JOB HUNTING SECRETS and TACTICS
Nov. 17, 3-5 pm, 152 Commons
Leader: Ginger Lange

♦All PLASMA donors must pass a physician-administered
physical exam before donating, as well as-pass other spec/fic
medical criteria required at each donation.
Plasma donations require 1 &1/2 hours o f your time.

PREPARATION fo r EXAMS
Nov. 28,7-9 pm, North Commons
Diana Pace & Wayne Kinzie

WBBBBBBBBMk

IM PRO VING AC AD EM IC SK ILLS

by donating plasma twice each week.

Seminar 1: Study Habits & Skills
Sept. 26, 4-5 pm, 152 Commons
Leader: Wayne Kinzie
eminar2: Memory Skills
Sept. 27,4-5 pm, 152 Commons
/S.
Leader Wayne Kinzie
Semtnar3:7Yme Management
Sept. 28, 3-4 pm, 152 Commons
A1 Walczak

Seminar 4: Reading Effectiveness &
Improving Comprehension
Sept. 28,4-5 pm, 152 Commons
Leader Kelley Conrad
Seminar 5: Note-Taking Skills
Sept. 29, 3-4 pm, 152 Commons
Leader: Wayne Kinzie
Seminar 6: Test-Taking Tips
Sept. 29,4-5 pm, 152 Commons
Leader Wayne Kinzie

Call or stop in at our Burton Heights location.
CHERRY STREET PLASMA CENTER
1973 & DIVISION AVENUE
RAND RAPIDS
241-6335

WE HAVE MOVED
TO "THE LIGHTHOUSE"
12015 LIN DEN
2 miles north of
Lk. Michigan Dr.

ED UCATIONAL WORKSHOP on SEXUALITY

'

TBA

Students may sign up for these sem inars at the C areer Planning
& Counseling C enter in the Commons. Staff members are available
Monday from 8 am to 7pm and Tuesday-Friday 8 am to 5 pm
phone 895-3266.

Join us Sgndays
10:15 am Bible Studies
11:15 am Family Bible Hour

Info Call - 895-5115

Fellowship
BlUe Chapel

